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Outline
• The advantages of an object-oriented approach

to software development as compared with the
“traditional” non-OO approach
• How to use classes to specify an object’s data and

behavior
• How to create objects at run time
• How to declare reference variables to refer to

objects symbolically within a program
• How objects keep track of one another in

memory
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(top down) Functional Decomposition
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Functional Decomposition

Our primary focus was on the functions that an application was to
perform; data was an afterthought. That is,

• Data was passed around from one function to the next
• Data  structure thus had  to be understood in many places (i.e., by

many functions)
• throughout an application.
• If an application’s data structure had to change after the application

was deployed, major “ripple effects” often arose throughout the
application.

• it was often very difficult to pinpoint precisely where—that is, in
which specific function(s)—the error might have occurred, because
the data had been passed from function to function so many times.



OO Approach
With OO software development, we focus on designing the application’s data structure first,
and  its functions second.

Data is encapsulated inside of objects; thus, data structure has to be

If an object’s data structure has to change after the application has been deployed, there
are virtually no ripple effects; only the internal logic of the affected object must change.

Each object is responsible for ensuring the integrity of its own data. Thus, if data integrity
errors arise within a given object’s data, we can pretty much assume that it was the object
itself that allowed this to happen, and  we can therefore focus  on that object’s internal
functional logic to isolate the “bug.”



WHAT IS AN OBJECT?



What Is an Object?

(1) something
material that  may be
perceived by the
senses; (2) something
mental or physical
toward which
thought, feeling, or
action  is directed.

physical
objects

conceptual
objects



What Is an Object?

physical objects
• The students who attend

classes
• The professors who teach the

students
• The classrooms in which class

meetings take place
• The audiovisual equipment in

these classrooms
• The buildings in which the

classrooms are located
• The textbooks students use

conceptual objects
• The courses that students

attend
• The departments that

faculty work for
• The degrees that students

receive



A software object

• bundles state (data)
and behavior
(functions).



State/Data/Attributes
• The student’s name
• His or her student ID number
• The student’s birth date
• His or her address
• The student’s designated major

field of study
• His or her cumulative grade point

average (i.e., the student’s GPA)
• Who the student’s faculty advisor

is
• A list of the courses that the

student is currently enrolled in
this semester (i.e., the student’s
current course load )

Behavior/Operations/Methods
• Enrolling in a course
• Dropping a course
• Designating a major field of

study
• Selecting a faculty advisor
• Telling us his or her GPA
• Telling us whether or not  he

or she has taken a particular
course, and  if so, when the
course was taken, which
professor taught it, and  what
grade the student received



When we talk about software objects specifically, we define an object’s
behaviors, also known as its operations, as both the things that an object
does to access its attribute values  (data) and the things that an object
does to modify/maintain its attribute values  (data).



What Is a Class?

A class is an abstraction describing
the common features of all objects in

a group of similar objects.



Attribute Type
• name String
• studentId String
• birthDate Date
• address String
• major String
• gpa double
• advisor ???
• courseLoad ???
• transcript ???

Method
• registerForCourse
• dropCourse
• chooseMajor
• changeAdvisor
• printTranscript



A Note Regarding Naming
Conventions

Naming Classes
• uppercase letter, but use

mixed  case for the name
overall

• Student, Course, Professor,
and  so on.

• multiword phrase, we start
each word with a capital letter,
and  concatenate the words
without using spaces, dashes,
or underscores to sepa- rate
them

• CourseCatalog.(This style is
known as Pascal casing).

Attibute and Method Names
• lowercase letter, but to

capitalize the first letter of
any subsequent words in
the name

• Typical attribute names
might thus be name,
studentId, or courseLoad,

• Typical method names
might thus be
registerForCourse and
printTranscript.



Declaring a Class, Java Style
public  class  Student {
// Attribute declarations typically  appear first  in a  class declaration
...
String name;
String studentId;
Date birthDate;
String address;
String major;
double gpa;
// type? advisor – we'll declare this attribute  in earnest later!
// type?  courseLoad - ditto
// type? transcript - ditto

// ... followed by  method  declarations (details  omitted – you'll
// learn how to program  methods  in Java  in Chapter 4.)
}



Classes may thus be differentiated
from objects

Class Object



Classes may thus be differentiated
from objects

Class:
• A class defines the

features—attributes,
methods—that every object
belonging to the class must
possess; a class can thus be
thought of as serving as an
object template

Object Oriented:
• An object, on the other

hand, is a unique instance
of a filled-in template for
which attribute values  have
been provided, and  upon
which methods may be
performed



Instatiation
• The term instantiation is used to refer to the process by

which an object is created in mem- ory at run time based
upon a class definition.

• From a single class definition—for example, Student— we
can create many objects with identical data structures and
behaviors, in the same way that we use a single cookie
cutter to make many cookies all of the same shape.

• Another way to refer to an object, then, is as an instance of
a particular class—for example, “A Student object is an
instance of the Student class.”

• ( We’ll talk about the physical process of instantiating
objects as it occurs in Java in a bit more detail later in this
chapter.)
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